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Do you consider yourself to be a person with strong convictions?
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Do you believe that you will stand up for the truth as you understand it, even if everyone
around you disagrees with you?
This is going to be a very short article because the videos really tell most of the story.
Before you watch these videos, I would like you to consider why every mainstream "news"
organization is telling you the same stories every day in the "newspaper" and every night on
the national TV "news". Do an experiment for a few nights as you watch the TV "news" and
start flipping the channels between the various "news" programs and see if they are not all
telling you the same stories each night. There will be some fluff pieces that will be different
on each channel, but the main stories will be the same.
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It's one thing to have a major world event taking place, like the moon landing (the moon
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landing was a hoax, but it was great television). A person would expect that every station
would report major events, but what about the days when there is no "big story"? Why do
they keep reporting the same stuff? It's a very big world out there with many things
happening on any given day, but all of the "news" media is stuck on the same tracks, going
in the same direction just like a railroad........ JUST like a railroad.
Conan O'Brien shows us just how scripted the "news" really is.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hh_Kx7UKndI
or
http://www.kissyourillusionsgoodbyeevidenceroom.com/videos-page-1-9/Conan-OBrienFully-Exposes-Mainstream-Mediamp4-107904
That clip tells us a great deal about how the mainstream "news" media is nothing more than
a major propaganda instrument used by the New World Order to influence and direct our
thoughts and our actions. That clip about gas is no big deal, but if you start flipping
channels, you will find that same sort of thing happening with MAJOR events.

OK...... here are the clips that I want you to watch.

Asch Conformity Experiment
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NyDDyT1lDhA
or
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http://www.kissyourillusionsgoodbyeevidenceroom.com/videos-page-1-9/Asch-ConformityExperiment-107903

Prudential: Everybody's Doing It
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BgRoiTWkBHU
or
http://www.kissyourillusionsgoodbyeevidenceroom.com/videos-page-1-9/PrudentialEverybodys-Doing-It-107879
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The Stanford Prison Experiment
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L_LKzEqlPto
or
http://www.kissyourillusionsgoodbyeevidenceroom.com/videos-page-1-9/Feature-Film--The-Stanford-Prison-Experiment-Documentarymp4-107907
I have been banned several times on various forums for posting information that exposes
the lies that we are all told every day in the "news". Without exception, there have been
Pentagon "cyber warriors" (trolls) in every forum who will attack both the information and the
person posting the information in an attempt to shut people down. They are trying to enforce
group conformity, just like those videos demonstrate.
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The New World Order is working non-stop to alter our perceptions of reality, and for the
people who have never considered that the moon landing was a hoax, I offer you the
following information to consider.
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Moon Landing Hoax
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HZRo9T-gDPk
or
http://www.kissyourillusionsgoodbyeevidenceroom.com/videos-page-1-9/Moon-LandingHoax---Conspiracy-Theorymp4-107905

Wagging the Moondoggie
http://centerforaninformedamerica.com/moondoggie/

There is a good reason why the New World Order has been having Hollywood pumping out
movies and TV shows about "aliens" for the past 50 years. It's part of the amazing deception
that is coming soon. If you can understand the deceptive moon landing hoax now, you will
be better prepared to understand the MANY deceptions that are coming. Here are 2 videos
to show you that the New World Order is making preparations to deceive the whole world.
This is just the tip of the iceberg.

"Arrogant NYPD
Spokesmen"
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CNN Hologram TV
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v7fQ_EsMJMs
or

****
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http://www.kissyourillusionsgoodbyeevidenceroom.com/videos-page-1-9/CNN-HologramTVmp4-107908
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Federation of Light - UFO Cloud Ships?
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jwpsTZIkEiA
or
http://www.kissyourillusionsgoodbyeevidenceroom.com/videos-page-1-9/Federation-ofLight---UFO-Cloud-Shipsmp4-107909

God has warned us. The deceptions that are coming will be so awesome, people will be
having heart attacks due to fear. Now is the time to seek and understand the truth.

Reasons to Distrust
the Police
****

Luke 21:25 And there shall be signs in the sun, and in the moon, and in the stars; and upon
the earth distress of nations, with perplexity; the sea and the waves roaring;
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****

Luke 21:26 Men's hearts failing them for fear, and for looking after those things which are
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coming on the earth: for the powers of heaven shall be shaken.
As always, trust God and trust the King James Bible.
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